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Fiat Lux
2013-14 Seminars

Arts and Humanities

Ancient Near East 19
Kathlyn Kara Cooney, S14
King Akhenaten and Ideological Power

Architecture and Urban Design 19
Diane Favro ●●, W14
Megacities: Past and Future

Arts and Architecture 19
Victoria Vesna ●, S14
Art + Science Dialogs

Asian American Studies 19
King-Kok Cheung ●, W14
Chinese American Shorts

Comparative Literature 19
Kathleen L. Komar ●●●, W14
Short Works of Franz Kafka, or How Modern World Works

Ross Shideler ●●●, F13
Poets and Desire

Design | Media Arts 19
Erkki Huhtamo ●●, W14
What Is Interactive Media?

Victoria Vesna ●, S14
Art + Science Dialogs

English 19
Allison Carruth, S14
Food Writing in Digital Age

Lowell Gallagher, S14
Religion Goes to the Movies: Eating Beauty, Welcoming Strangers

Jascha Kessler ●, F13
What Poems Say: Three Fundamental Modes of Poetry

Joseph Nagy ●●, F13
Cartoons, Folklore, and Myth

Karen Rowe ●●●, F13
Origins of Identity: History and Memory in Women’s Poetry

Jenny Sharpe ●, W14
Fantasy, Fairy Tales, and New Worlds of Possibilities

Mona Simpson ●●, F13
How to Live a Literary Life While Pursuing Other Things

Brian Kim Stefans ●, F13
Playful Forms: Creative Writing Workshop

Robert N. Watson ●, W14
Forty Poems

Reed Wilson ●, F13
Great American Poets of the 20th Century

Reed Wilson ●, W14
Poetry Now

Reed Wilson ●, S14
National Poetry Month – and Beyond!

Richard Yarborough ●●, F13
Word Up: Oral Tradition in African American Poetry

Ethnomusicology 19
Cheryl L. Keyes, S14
Making of Folk Hero in Hip-Hop Culture

Steven Loza, S14
Religion as Art and Science

Roger Savage ●●, W14
Music Theory through Recorder
Abigail Saguy ●, W14  
Rethinking War on Obesity

Roger Waldinger, F13  
Global Migration

Undergraduate Law 19  
Frances Elisabeth Olsen ●●, W14  
Nonviolence and Women’s Self-Defense

Urban Planning 19  
Martin Wachs, W14  
Traffic Congestion

Rui Wang ●, W14  
Cities and Policy in China

### Science and Technology

**Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences 19**  
Larry Lyons ●, S14  
Secrets of the Northern Lights: Earth’s Aurora

Richard Thorne ●, F13  
Space Weather: Impact of Solar Activity on Earth

**Bioengineering 19**  
Howard Winet ●●, W14  
Truth and Science in Orthopaedics

**Biomedical Research 19**  
Anahid Jewett ●, F13  
Novel Topics and Discoveries in Oral Biology, Medicine, and Dentistry

**Chemistry 19**  
Stephen Coles ●, F13, W14  
Introduction to Gerontology: Secrets of the Oldest Old

Neil Garg, F13  
Chemicals: Friends or Foes?

David A. Scott ●●, S14  
Chemistry and Art

**Computer Science 19**  
Junghoo Cho, W14  
Digital Privacy: Managing Your Online Identity

**Dentistry 19**  
Francesco Chiappelli ●●, W14  
Learning to Evaluate Dental Research

Francesco Chiappelli ●●, S14  
Scientific Writing in Dental Research

**Earth, Planetary, and Space Science 19**  
Jonathan Aurnou ●, S14  
Computer Programming for Haters

William I. Newman ●, W14  
Global Climate Change and Societal Response

An Yin ●●, F13  
Geological Beauty of Yosemite Valley

An Yin ●●, W14  
Magnificent Geology of Death Valley

An Yin ●●, S14  
Amazing Geologic History of the Grand Canyon

**Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 19**  
John Bragin ●●, F13  
Self-Organization and Emergence in Biological Systems

Don Buth ●●, F13  
Parasites: Eating Us Alive

Malcolm S. Gordon ●, S14  
Catastrophic Environmentalism

Peter Nonacs ●●●, F13  
Evolutionary Medicine: How Natural Selection Helps Us Understand Why We Get Sick

**Arabic 19**  
Nouri Gana ●●, S14  
Arab Uprising: Contexts, Architects, and Prospects

**Archaeology 19**  
Alexei Vranich, W14  
Lost (and Not) Found

**Asian American Studies 19**  
Lucy Burns, F13  
Viewing Tomorrow: Sci-Fi Television and Saving the Future

**Chicano and Chicana Studies 19**  
Susan Plann ●●, S14  
Undocumented Student Experience

Robert Chao Romero, S14  
Being Mixed Race at UCLA

Otto Santa Ana ●●, W14  
Immigration Firestorm: Case Study Approach to Anti-Immigrant Legislation

**Chemical and Art**  

**Civic Engagement 19**  
Douglas Barrera, F13, S14  
Social Justice and Democratic Citizenship: Developing a Critical Consciousness

**Communications Studies 19**  
Dee Bridgewater ●, W14, S14  
Cinema Therapy: Movies and Mental Health

Greg Bryant, W14  
Music and Culture

Martie Haselton ●, S14  
Mating in the Modern World

Kerri L. Johnson, W14  
Judging a Book by Its Cover: How Physical Appearance Impacts Social Perception

Francis Steen, W14  
Mindful Learning: Exploring Your Own Perceptions, Emotions, and Thinking

**Community Health Sciences 19**  
Eve Lahijani ●●●, Gia Marson ●●●, F13  
Cosmo Says You’re Fat? I Ain’t Down with That: Nutrition and Body Image Life Skills

**Economics 19**  
Denis Chetverikov, W14  
What We Can and Can Not Learn from Data

Pablo Fajgelbaum, W14  
International Trade, Inequality, and Growth

Matthew E. Kahn ●, F13  
China’s Green Cities

Aprajit Mahajan, S14  
Winner’s Curse

Kathleen McGarry, S14  
Your Tax Dollars at Work

Lee E. Ohanian ●, S14  
Economics of Sports
Shuyang Sheng, W14, S14
Econometrics in Real Life

Aaron Tornell ●, W14
Euro Crisis

Education 19
John D. McNeil, S14
Issues in Transformation of Schooling

Marjorie Faulstich Orellana ●, W14
Immigrant Youth, Families, and Education

Robert Rhoads ●●, F13
Student Activism from the Sixties to Present

Marcelo M. Suarez-Orozco, John Deasy, S14
Reimagining Urban Education

Geography 19
Stephen Bell ●, W14
Land and Society in Latin America

Stanley W. Trimble ●●, W14
American Rivers: Geography, History, and Environment

Yael Warschel, W14
Sesame Street Meets Israeli and Palestinian Culture

History 19
S. Scott Bartschy ●●●, S14
Honor and Shame in Clash of World Cultures and Religions

Robin L.H. Derby ●●, S14
Introduction to Haitian Creole Language and Culture

James L. Gelvin ●●●, F13
The Arab Uprisings

Vinay Lal ●●, F13
Gandhi and the Politics of Visual Representation

Ludwig Lauerhass ●, W14
Hiroshima: How We Remember the Bomb

Ghislaine Lydon ●, W14
Africa in Media: Old Images, New Cliches

Carla Pestana, F13
Adventures of Henry Pitman

Teofilo Ruiz ●●●●●, F13
Utopias and Dystopias in the Modern World

Teofilo Ruiz ●●●●●, W14
World of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice: England in Early 19th Century

Teofilo Ruiz ●●●●●, W14
Los Angeles: Architecture and Ethnicity

Teofilo Ruiz ●●●●●, S14
Courty Love: World of Tristan and Isolda

Richard von Glahn, W14
China's Modern Youth Culture in Historical Perspective

Honors Collegium 19
Sam Bersola, F13
Asian American Leaders: Where are They?

Raja Bhattachar ●, F13
LGBT is Not a Sandwich: Straight Talk about Gay Issues in America

Andras Bodrogi Geti ●●, F13
UNESCO's East-West Major Project: Straight Path Toward Friendship Among Nations

Ernesto Guerrero ●●●, David Maldonado ●●●, W14, S14
Retention Issues in Higher Education

Linda Koffman ●, W14
Legal Aspects of Buying and Selling Commercial Real Estate in U.S.

Daniel Lowenstein ●●, W14
Fyodor Dostoevsky: Crime and Punishment

David Taylor ●, F13, W14, S14
Mental Illness and Movies

Alexei Vranich, S14
Alcohol and Society

Information Studies 19
John Richardson ●●, W14
Just Google It

International and Area Studies 19
Ann Kerr ●●●, F13
U.S. Values vs. U.S. Interests in Middle East-North African Diplomacy

Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, F13
Immigration Debate through Film

Hans Schollhammer ●●, W14
Entrepreneurial Process: Starting and Managing New Business Ventures

Avanidhar Subrahmanyam ●●, W14
Understanding Financial Markets

Miguel Unzueta, F13, W14
Why Sports Matter

Shi Zhang, W14, S14
Myths of Effective Advertising and Social Media

Avanidhar Subrahmanyam ●●, W14
Immoral Exchanges

Political Science 19
Sasha Issenberg, Lynn Vavreck, S14
The Victory Lab: Exploring Mechanics of Modern Campaigns

Leslie Johns, S14
Contemporary Issues in International Politics

Susanne Lohmann ●●, F13
Can't We Make Moral Judgments?

Social Welfare 19
Ian Holloway, S14
HIV/AIDS: Science and Society

Phillip Bonacich ●, S14
Evolution of Cooperation

Rebecca Jean Emigh ●, W14
Commodities: What Can Be Bought and Sold?

Nicky Hart, W14
Health in Hollywood

Rubén Hernández-León ●●, W14
Migration as Business: Migration Industry in Global Perspective

Hannah Landecker, F13
Food, Medicine, and Politics

Kalpen Modi, Stefan Timmermans, S14
Hope, Change, and Fistbumps: Young American and Obama Presidency

Military Science 19
Erin Fritzler, Katherine Jakle, S14
Boots to Bruins: from Combat to Campus Life

Casey Miner ●, F13, S14
Exploring Leadership Levels: Manager Through Executive

Gabriel Rossman, F13
Immoral Exchanges